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Editorial 
Editorial April - July 1978 

First of all I would like to report that the club dinner held 
at Bushey Sports Club on the 29th March this year went off very well, 
and a vote of thanks is due to our hard working Assistant Secretary, 
Clive BISHOP, for organising the event. The meal was fine, and the 
entertainment was good, if a little too loud for some ears. Some of our 
members liked it so much that they went back again in May for another 
meal. 

Another vote of thanks must go to the man that organised this 
years P.A.A. Dinghy Championships in Scotland. He was Chief Inspector John 
McLEAN, of the Finger Print Department of the Strathclyde Police. He must 
have spent many hours and sleepless nights wondering whether anyone would 
actually turn up at the Blairvadach Outdoor Centre. But, thanks to John and 
his team of helpers the event went off very smoothly. The only thing that he 
could not organise let him down, and that was the weather. I do not mean 
that it was bad for the championships, just that it was bad for John, 
himself. He had borrowed a Solo in order to take part in the event. But, 
very early on, the strong winds caused him to capsize, the result of which 
was that the mast jumped out of its step and punched a hole in the bottom of 
his boat. So poor old John was relegated to the position of spectator for 
the remainder of the weekend. Better luck next time. 

A certain poster was seen in a shop window in Helensburgh during 
the Championships. It said, "For sale - World Cup Tee Shirts - going cheap - 
make good dusters.." The Scots take their football very seriously, and the 
subject was mentioned very little at Blairvadach. Even the comedian at the 
Saturday evening entertainment said that he would not be cracking any foot-
ball jokes. So, it was a very brave man that dared to mention the word "World 
Cup," with a smile on his face. 

A certain story has come to the editorial ears regarding a certain 
competitor at the P.A.A.s who came to the notice of a Constabulary Traffic 
Patrol crew on his journey south down the Motorway. It is said that that 
this individual, whilst driving a colleague's car - heavily boat laden, 
not only did travel at mach miles per hour, but also did do so in the 
outside lane of a three lane Motorway. Needless to say, the Constabulary 
duty was done, and the wayward sailor was pulled in. When confronted by the 
Traf-pol and his brand new recruit crew the P.A.A man hung his head and 
confessed all. His plea of mitigation, his polite manner, and the smoothness 
of his tongue, so melted the heart of this fine upstanding example of the 
Traffic Police that, wiping away the tears, he said, All right Mr LEADWELLY, 
but please don't do it again. My nerves can't stand it." (That is a good 
name for a boat, " LEADWELLY ".) 
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The Spring Bank Holiday weekend saw several police crews 
sailing in the Marconi Sailing Club Annual Regatta on the River 
Blackwater, in Essex. Three of those were from the MPSC. Derek COLEMAN and 
his daughter Fiona were sailing their Mirror 10, Alan GORDON was sailing 
his GP 14 accompanied by Jean PICKETT, and Len GOOCH was sailing his 
Albacore crewed by his brother, Reg. And what a great weekend it was! The 
sun shone all day, and every day, and, except for one race, there was 
sufficient wind to keep everyone on the move. Most of the competitors 
camped in the fields alongside the club house. 

There were 232 boats taking part in this regatta, with any 
class of dinghy numbering more than 6 racing as a separate class. The 
largest fleet was that of the Enterprises which numbered 41 boats. The 
second fleet on the list was the Mirrors with 35 boats, and then came the 
Fireballs with 25 boats. There were 17 Lasers and Hornets; 16 
International Moths and GP 14s; 15 Solos; 10 Kestrels; 9 420's; and 6 
Toppers: Those boats that were unable to fit into one of these fleets 
formed a handicap fleet, one fast - made up of boats with a P.Y. of 113 
and below, and a slow - with a P.Y. of 114 and above. 
There were 13 boats in the slow handicap fleet, and 11 boats in the fast 
handicap fleet. So, as you can imagine, there was plenty to see both for 
the competitors and spectators alike. Derek COLEMAN did extremely well in 
the points races against very strong opposition to come 17th in the Mirror 
fleet. Alan GORDON enjoyed the racing with GP fleet, but found the 
competition to be of a very high standard, and had to be content with 
being the tail-ender. 
In the fast handicap fleet the conditions seemed to suit the Albacore of 
the GOOCH brothers, ad they managed to take first place. Perhaps it was 
a reflection on the way they sailed because, when Len went to collect 
his prize, it turned out to be a boot entitled "Paul Elvstr8m explains 
the yacht racing rules." Anyway, they enjoyed the weekend so much that 
they will certainly try and go again next year. Why don't you join them? 

I would like express a word of thanks to those members and 
their families who gave up their time to help in the running of our own 
regatta on 1st June. Without the assistance in taking the entries, 
recording the results running the rescue boats, and computing the scores, 
we would have far less boats on the water. The entry list was down an last 
years figures, with only 27 entries. A full report is recorded further on. 

Last year the Nottinghamshire Constabulary held their first 
annual regatta. The entry list was disappointing to say the least, with 
only 11 boats taking part. John NEVERSON has sent us an invitation to 
attend this year’s regatta on the 14th September. Racing takes part on 
the river Trent near the National Water Sports Centre at Holme 
Pierrepoint, in Nottingham. From Trent Bridge, Nottingham, take the A 52 
( sign-posted GRANTHAM ) for 2 miles, turning left at the sign for the 
National Water Sports Centre. The actual venue is the Nottingham Sailing 
Club. For those preferring to travel the day before the racing, sleeping 
space can be arranged in the club house. Entry forms can be obtained from 
the Hon Sec or the Editor. 

The date of the Kent Police Regatta has been published as 
the 6th September. Alan GIMES has since hinted that this date may have 
to be changed. The reason being that the Chief Constable has a prior 
engagement on the 6th, and he wishes to attend the regatta and present 
the prizes. It is just like the Royal request really - it is not a 
request - it is a demand. As yet I have not received the new date. But, 
if anyone was planning to go to Hampton Pier, Herne Bay, in September, 
then check on the date before you set off. 

Dave ABBOTT is doing extremely well in his new Peter BUTLER 
built Albacore, sail number 6698, called " AL at SEA." Having sorted out 
a few teething troubles at the P.A.A.s he has settled down now. He has 
been roaming the south of England, taking part in numerous Albacore Open 
meetings and Police Regattas, extremely successfully too. Keep it up 
David ! He is to be congratulated too on becoming the father of another 
bouncing baby boy. He will be getting an 18 foot skiff soon so that the 
whole family can sail - just you watch: 
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METRO 

METROPOLITAN POLICE ANNUAL REGATTA 1978  

The morning of Thursday 1st June this year was bright and sunny and 
windless. The early arrivals at Queen Mary Reservoir looked on the 
smooth, still waters with dismay. Was it going to be like this all 
day? Well, it certainly looked like it as the boats went out onto 
the water for the first race. There was just enough movement in the 
air for the dinghies to ghost up to the start line, only to find 
when they got there that the committee boat had moved off to another 
part of the reservoir in search of more wind. The actual start was 
delayed for about half an hour whilst the fleet followed the 
committee boat backwards and forwards like a mother duck and a large 
family of ducklings. Eventually the Race Officer found what he was 
looking for - some wind, and laid the starting line - and the race 
was on. 
 

The wind strength was between 1 and 3 and started off from the 
south east, and later went round to the south. The entry list consisted 
of 27 boats. 12 of those were from the County Forces, and the remainder 
were from the Met. The most popular dinghy was the Laser ( 8 ). The 
prettiest boat must have been Dave ABBOTT's brand new Albacore number 
6698, called " AL at SEA ". It was built for Dave by Peter BUTCHER of 
Kent, and a beautiful job he had made of it too. Our visitors had come 
from as far afield as Northampton and Dorset. 

The first race was a battle between Dan GLEN, crewed by his 
son Duncan, in his Albacore " MONARCH " and John PIERCE, crewed by 
Ken ROBERTS, in his Fireball " JUMBLESAIL ". Not far behind them came 
the Albacore of John and Elizabeth BURBECK, the Laser of Stan BATTEN, 
and then two more Albacores of Dave ABBOTT, crewed by Pete MOORE, and 
Len GOOCH, crewed by that up and coming young sailor, Clive BISHOP. 
Ross ELLISTON, Dick SIVERS and Peter DALE were having a little class 
race in their Lasers. Terry VINCENT in his Enterprise was sandwiched 
between the Solos of Alan GIMES and R. JONES. That old retired 
copper, Chris LAMBERT, was sailing his new Solo well and was in 
contention with the other Solos mentioned above. Alan GORDON and Jean 
PICKETT were going well in their GP 14 and were keeping ahead of the 
Laser of John LOAKE and the Albacore of Dave CHAPMAN. 

Dan GLEN crossed the finish line first, less than a minute 
ahead of John PIERCE's Fireball. The BURBECKS were next to finish, 
followed by Stan BATTEN and Dave ABBOTT. 

1st Race results :- 

1st GLENS Albacore 
2nd BURBECKS        " 
3rd BATTEN Laser 
4th ABBOTT Albacore 
5th GOOCH           " 
6th ELLISTON Laser 
7th GIMES Solo 

In the second race John PIERCE was determined to keep 
ahead of Dan GLEN and the rest of the fleet. He shot off into the 
lead and stayed there. Butt although he finished 14 minutes ahead of 
the next boat, he could only make 4th place on handicap. The GLENS 
kept ahead of the Lasers of Stan BATTEN and Ross ELLISTON. Behind 
them Len GOOCH was trying to catch Dave ABBOTT. The BURBECKS were 
unfortunate to have some trouble with the jib halyard and retired. 
Alan GORDON beat Terry VINCENT over the line by minute to gain 13th 
place. Alan GIMES sailed another great race to improve his first 
result by two positions. John LOAKE also improved on his previous 
result and came 8th, minute ahead of Dick SIVERS. 
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2nd Race results :-
1st GLENS Albacore 
2nd BATTEN Laser 
3rd ELLISTON             " 
4th PIERCE Fireball 
5th GIMES Solo 
6th ABBOTT Albacore 
7th GOOCH                " 

In the third race Dan GLEN did not sail. That left it to the 
other Albacores to try and keep ahead of PIERCE's Fireball and all the 
Lasers. John and Elizabeth BURBECK took up the challenge and sailed a 
wonderful race to take line honours, finishing 46 seconds ahead of the 
Fireball. Amongst the Lasers Dick SIVERS sailed well to finish between 
ELLISTON and BATTEN. Chris LAMBERT was the first Solo to finish in a 
very creditable 5th place. Derek COLEMAN crept through from the back in 
his Mirror 10 to finish 6th overall. Dave ABBOTT and. Len GOOCH could 
only manage 8th and 10th respectively. John PIERCE, although he was the 
second boat over the line finished 18th. Alan GORDON and Terry VINCENT 
had a fine battle, GP 14 versus Enterprise, with the GP finishing only 
one second ahead of its rival. 

3rd Race results :- 

1st BURBECKS Albacore 
2nd ELLISTON Laser 
3rd SIVERS              " 
4th BATTEN              " 
5th LAMBERT Solo 
6th COLEMAN Mirror 
7th DALE Laser 

 FINAL RESULTS :-     

1st D. GLEN Metro Albacore ¾           ¾  DNS= 1½ 
2nd J. BURBECK Metro " 2 RTD ¾ = 2¾
3rd S. BATTEN Metro Laser 3 2 4 = 5
4th R. ELLISTON Metro " 6 3 2 = 5 
5th D. ABBOTT Metro Albacore 4 6 8 = 10 
6th R. SIVERS N/Hants Laser 8 9 3 = 11 
7th L. GOOCH Metro Albacore 5 7 10 = 12 
8th A. GIMES Kent Solo 7 5 DNS = 12 
9th C. LAMBERT Beds " 10 10 5 = 15
10th J. PIERCE Metro Fireball 14 4 18 = 18 
11th P.DALE " 

" 
Laser 11 11 7 = 18 

12th D. COLEMAN Mirror 20     14 6 = 20 
13th R. JONES Beds Solo 12 15 9 = 21 
14th D. LANGTON T/Valley Laser 9 19 15 = 24
15th A. ROSS Metro Mirror 17 12 12 = 24
16th B. HUDSON Herts Solo 16 20 11 = 27 
17th L. GORDON Metro GP 14 15 13 14 = 27 
18th J. LOAKE Sussex Laser 21 8 DNS = 29
19th T. VINCENT Metro Enterprise 13 18 16 = 29 
20th D. CHAPMAN Herts Albacore 22 16 17 = 33
21st B. TUCKER Dorset O.K. 24 21 13 = 34 
22nd B. SMITH Kent Solo 18 17 DNS = 35 
23rd J. BAYLESS Metro Laser 25 22 19 = 41 
24th R. RODLEY " Mirror 27 25 20 = 45 
25th P. SHERMAN Sussex Laser 23 23 DNS = 46 
26th C. JORDON Kent Phantom 19  RTD DNS = 47
27th D. BATT Metro Mirror 26 24 RTD = 50 

     

SIDEWINDER
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PAA 

BRITISH POLICE A.A. SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1978 

The hosts for this years PAA dinghy sailing championships 
were the Strathclyde Police. The venue was the Blairvadach Sailing 
and Outdoor Centre, Rhu, in Dunbartonshire, which is situated on 
the east bank of the Gare Loch, and which is about. 26 miles north 
west of Glasgow. Due to the deep water in this particular loch 
launching and sailing was possible at all states of the tide. I was 
told that the water in the middle of the loch was 120 feet deep. 
That is probably why there is a submarine base a little further up 
the loch from Blairvadach. It was a very picturesque place which 
made it very pleasant for the many spectators that came to watch 
the racing. The competitors themselves did not have much time to 
admire the scenery, certainly not during the races anyway. 

Unfortunately the Centre could only accommodate 68 people. 
The others either had to camp out in the grounds or find bed and 
board in the vicinity. The competitors that were housed at the 
Centre were made quite comfortable. It was mainly made up of four 
berth cabins with shared showers and toilets. Some were lucky to 
have two berth cabins with shower and toilet en suite. There was a 
large dining room overlooking the water, and two lounges with a bar 
in one and a television in the other. The meals were fairly simple 
but adequate. The changing rooms were small and a classroom had to 
be used for the Male crews. Due, apparently to lack of funds when 
the Centre was built, there were no showers in or near the changing 
rooms. It was necessary therefore to shed all your wet clothing and 
change into dry gear before you were able to make your way back to 
the sleeping quarters and have a hot shower. There was however, 
provision for drying out any wet clothing at the end of the day. 
The ladies of the staff just bundled any soggy items of clothing 
into their tumble dryer for about half an hour and then left them 
all in a basket to be claimed by their owners some time later. 

On the evening of the 10th June, at the end of the first 
day’s racing, the host Force laid on some entertainment and some 
local hospitality. The entertainment was in the form of some 
Scottish music, singing and jokes by a team of professional 
entertainers. The local hospitality was in the form of a marvelous 
chicken buffet ( which we had to pay for ourselves ) and free 
drinks ( these were kindly paid for by members of the Dunbarton 
Council ). As you can imagine, a good time was had by all. 

The racing was held over two days, the 10th and 11th of 
June. There were to be 4 races with the best 3 results to count for 
the final positions. The Olympic method of scoring was to be used 
which gives the winner of each race no ( zero ) points; 2nd = 3 
points; 3rd = 5.7 points; 4th = 8 points; 5th = 10 points; 6th = 
11.7 points; 7th = 13 points; and so on. All boats race as one 
fleet. 

There were 52 entries, made up of 14 Lasers, 7 Albacores, 6 
Enterprises, 5 GP14s, 3 Fireballs, 3 Mirrors, 3 Solos, 2 Merlin 
Rockets, 2 Phantoms, 2 OK’s, and a single Graduate, Hornet, National 
12, Pacer and Tasar. Six of these boats were from the Metropolitan 
Police. There were 4 Albacores sailed by Dan GLEN and John PIERCE; 
Dave ABBOTT and Peter MOORE; John and Elizabeth BURBECK; and Len 
GOOCH and Clive BISHOP; and 2 Lasers sailed by Ross ELLISTON and Stan
BATTEN: Dave ABBOTT's boat was brand new and had only been raced once
before. He has named his Albacore " Al at Sea.". With all the 
problems and teething troubles he had at this meeting he must have 
felt that it was appropriately named.. But, watch out in the future!
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 For two weeks prior to the Championships the west coast of Scotland 
had been having wonderful weather. There was plenty of sun and very 
little wind to lower the temperature. We were told that the Gare Loch 
had been as smooth as a mill pond for much of the time. But, as soon 
as the policemen started to arrive from all over Britain, so the 
weather started to change. The winds came and brought some rain with 
them. Those competitors that arrived in Blairvadach early and managed 
to get in some practice in the strong winds had the advantage of 
sorting out any gear weaknesses. Amongst those intrepid crews that did 
venture onto the water on the Friday were Len GOOCH and Clive BISHOP 
in their Albacore " SIDEWINDER ". They managed to beat up to the 
Submarine Base all right but, coming back down wind, things got rather 
hectic. Their speedy progress came to a sudden and spectacular end 
when, whilst on a screaming reach across the loch towards the sailing 
centre, they capsized in full view of the lounge. Those Metro chaps 
will do anything to bring themselves to notice! However, that capsize 
must have had some effect, because for the rest of the meeting they 
managed to stay upright. 
 

Saturday 10th of June dawned bright and sunny but with a 
strong wind coming out of the north west. The forecast promised winds 
from force 4 to 7, and the Race Officer, Mr Andy GIBSON, the Rear 
Commodore of the Helensburgh Sailing Club, gave a warning that if the 
winds got over 27 knots he would cancel the racing. He also warned us 
that there was a " Naval Movement " expected during the morning. That 
meant there would be a submarine passing by and it would have priority 
over any other craft. In fact, it did sail down the loch before racing 
commenced, so there was no danger of a confrontation. 

The start of the first race was considerably delayed whilst 
the Race Officer waited for the wind strength to drop. The surface of 
the Gare Loch was flecked with white horses, but this did not stop 
many of the competitors from getting out onto the water well before 
the race started. Prominent amongst these was Alan GIMES in his Solo, 
who appeared to revel in these conditions. He was reaching backwards 
and forwards across the loch in showers of spray. Stan BATTEN and Ross 
ELLISTON not to be outdone, were also thrashing back and forth in 
their Lasers. One of the few two-man boats out on the water at this 
stage was Tom BRIGGS in his National 12. With his young lady crew he 
was finding the conditions a bit tricky, and managed to capsize twice. 
The second time he got a halyard caught through the bailer, and had to 
come ashore to sort things out. All this made good entertainment for 
the majority of the crews that elected to remain on the beach, waiting 
for the postponement flag to come down. 

When eventually the postponement flag was lowered, and one 
minute later the 10 minute flag was hoisted, confusion reigned on the 
beach. Many of the single-handers were having trouble trying to hold 
their boats and get rid of their trollies at the same time. GOOCH's 
Albacore blew over on its trolley. Sails were flogging. Battens were 
flipping out. Crews were cursing. Things were rather hectic. Further 
confusion was caused when the start gun sounded and some of the boats 
started to tack inshore only to be met by the late starters still 
struggling to reach the start line. 

Dan GLEN and John PIERCE made a good start in their 
Albacore " MONARCH.", and went off chased by a pack of Lasers. Sailing 
one of these Lasers was a young man with a lot of sailing talent, and 
of whom we shall hear a lot of in the future. He was Gareth OWEN from 
Merseyside and has only been in the force for about 12 months. He did 
well in the 1976 Laser Nationals at Painton, and he is a former Cadet 
Champion. He certainly made his Laser fly. He in turn was chased by 
that 
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dynamic duo from the Met., Ross ELLISTON and Stan BATTEN. Behind them 
came the rest of the menagerie, well spread out on the first beat. 
The course, itself, was a simple triangular one. Even so, many boats 
came to grief, either through capsizing or through gear failure; 
sometimes both. One spectacular roll-over was performed right in 
front of SIDEWINDER by the Welsh wizard, Derek WESTALL in his Laser, 
right on the gybe mark. Tom BRIGGS also joined the many others in the 
water when he capsized his National 12. He was then unfortunate 
enough to get his rudder blade chewed up by the propeller of an over-
zealous rescue boat. Listed amongst the boats that suffered breakages 
was Dave ABBOTT who broke a jib shackle, and John BURBECK who broke 
the top off of his rudder stock. An unidentified GP 14 was towed back 
to the beach half submerged. And, another unidentified helmsman was 
seen plodding along in the shallows towing his Laser behind him with 
the mast lowered. Most casualties seemed to occur on the reaches, 
which were extremely fast. It was exciting sailing, but it was a 
relief to hear the finish gun sound after three hectic laps. It was 
Dan GLEN that took line honours. 
First Race results :- 

1st Dan GLEN      Albacore 
2nd Gareth OWEN     Laser   10th Len GOOCH Albacore 
3rd Stan BATTEN       "        14th John BURBECK " 
4th Ross ELLISTON     " 
5th     EMMERSON   Mirror   Dave ABBOTT retired 
6th Alan GIMES      Solo 
7th Dick SIVERS Laser 

When the time came for the start of the second race the 
weather conditions were much the same as they were earlier. If 
anything, the wind was gusting a little stronger, and once again the 
postponement flag flew for some time until the Race Officer was 
satisfied that it was safe to race. Those competitors that had been 
caught on the beach at the start of the first race had learned their 
lesson. This time, as soon as that postponement flag came down, they 
were all in the water ready to go. Therefore it was a much better 
start when the gun went. 
 
The Hornet from Marconi SC and sailed by the Essex Police shot into 
the lead, and were first at the windward mark. The next boat round was 
Dave ABBOTT, then Dan GLEN, and then Len GOOCH, all in Albacores. But, 
Len got a bit too excited at being near the front for a change, and 
clobbered the mark with his boom. He tried to do a quick gybe but the 
wind was too gusty, and anyway the way back was blocked by the 
following pack of Lasers. When SIDEWINDER did eventually re-round the 
mark he was about a dozen places further back. But, once he got going 
on the first reach he managed to make up a few of those places. It was 
on this first screaming reach that the unfortunate Essex Hornet 
suffered a major setback. A very brave crew was seen to raise the 
spinnaker and then they capsized. Apparently what had happened was 
that the strain on the rudder had been such that the transom-bar had 
split and had pulled away from the hull. This allowed the hull to 
spread and a crack had appeared along the top of the port buoyancy 
tank. Tragically, this damage not only put them out of this race, but 
also the rest of the meeting. Dan GLEN was seen to turn round and sail 
back towards the foundered Hornet. Was this a sacrificial act on the 
part of MONARCH's crew ? Were they going to the rescue? Not really. 
Allegedly, John PIERCE had allowed the jib-stick to drop in the water, 
and they were just going back to pick it up. 

Meanwhile, Dave ABBOTT was in trouble. During the fast reach 
his rudder had lifted and the side strain had actually bent the 
pintles 
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and then came in soon after to make some adjustment. When his boat left 
the beach again he was surprised to hear loud shouts coming from the 
spectators ashore. They were shouting something that sounded like 
"rudder!" He looked round to see that they were pointing at him. The 
penny did not drop until he glanced down at the transom of his new 
Albacore and realised that something was missing - the rudder. He had 
left it on the beach. A rescue boat was quickly dispatched and soon had 
him alongside. He was very fortunate that he did not capsize. It was no 
time to be out on the Gare Loch with no means of steering. 
For this race Steve VESSEY teamed up with Dermott O'MALLEY (Hampshire) 
who normally sails a Laser. The number of starters for this third race 
was notably less than for the previous day. Those Scottish winds were 
taking that toll. 
When the race did get under way it was the Albacores of Dan GLEN and Dave 
ABBOTT that took the lead. They were so close at the windward mark that 
it was difficult to see which rounded first. They were pursued by Steve 
VESSEY, Bob SANDERS in his Fireball, and the three Laser men, Gareth 
OWEN, Ross ELLISTON and Stan BATTEN. Further back John and Elizabeth 
BURBECK were going well and keeping ahead of SIDEWINDER. The Sussex pair 
( Bonny and Clyde ), actually David JONES and Maurice CLYDE were sailing 
an inspired race in their Graduate. On the beats they were keeping pace 
with many "faster" boats. Alan GIMES was also keeping up with the first 
division in his Solo. All that practice he was doing before the race was 
paying off. 
The course was a triangular one giving a beat and two reaches. The 
reaches were particularly fast and all you could see of many boats was 
just a shower of spray. It was on one of these reaches that Dave ABBOTT 
capsized whilst near the front of the fleet. However, he was up again and 
soon chasing after the pack. He was able to catch up with and pass 
SIDEWINDER on the extremely fast beam reach across the loch. The spray 
was really flying. Once again, this was sailing at its best! 
Steve VESSEY was certainly finding his form with his new crew. He 
appeared to be going faster and faster, and was challenging GLEN for the 
lead. Meanwhile, on the second beat SIDEWINDER was having a close battle 
with the leading Enterprise which was being sailed magnificently by 
NEWSAM from Cleveland. SIDEWINDER managed to win the luffing match 
to the windward mark, but then spoiled things by hitting that mark 
(again:) and had to re-round. The Enterprise shot ahead, but then blotted 
his copy book by capsizing on the beam reach just before the wing mark. 
The final beat was a real trial of strength. The wind was strengthening 
all the time. It was on this beat that Dave ABBOTT came to grief and 
capsized and retired. It was also on this last beat that SIDEWINDER 
witnessed a very spectacular capsize by one of the Mirrors. One minute 
this Mirror was beating along quite nicely, and the next minute there was 
a loud crack and their rig collapsed and the crew was thrown overboard. 
The young lady in question promptly let out a bellow of laughter. Whether 
it was from fear or amusement we shall never know. What had happened was 
that the wooden block holding the shroud anchor plate had been torn 
straight off the hull. The glue had held, but the hull ply had fractured.
Dan GLEN took the line honours yet again, and was closely followed by 
Steve VESSEY. They in turn, were followed by the inevitable three Lasers 
of OWEN, ELLISTON and BATTEN. Many boats were finding it difficult to 
keep upright near the end of the race, and wisely lowered their mainsails 
after the finish to return to the beach under jib alone. Alan GIMES 
finished in 6th place even though he damaged his forestay plate. 
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So he was forced to take an early bath to avoid further damage. This 
left the Lasers in the lead, with Gareth OWEN getting further and 
further ahead. For a short time GOOCH was the leading Albacore, but it 
did not last. Having retrieved his jib stick, Dan GLEN soon got back 
into his stride and overtook SIDEWINDER and started to chase the 
Lasers. At the gybe mark Derek WESTALL gave a repeat performance of the 
first race and capsized again right in front of SIDEWINDER. Len GOOCH 
just managed to avoid the Welsh Laser, but in so doing tripped over his 
own tiller extension and nearly went in himself. Meanwhile the 
Cleveland Enterprise sailed by NEWSAM was doing extremely well. Alan 
GIMES in the Solo was also well up and thriving on the windy 
conditions. 

There was so much spray being blown up on the reaches that 
at times it was difficult to see where you were going. The salt water 
did not help either, making the eyes sting. But it was a thrill a 
minute for those that managed to survive. Very rarely had these 
sailing dinghies gone so fast for so long. 

Soon after leaving the gybe mark, and after the incident 
reported above, GOOCH and WESTALL were faced by a hazard in the form of 
a very large sailing cruiser, which was beating straight towards them. 
It made no move to tack or change course. GOOCH had sufficient speed to 
sail across the cruiser's bow, but WESTALL had to bear away and sail 
around its stern. These two boats then battled it out on the final 
reach to the finish. SIDEWINDER managed to keep far enough in front to 
beat the Laser on handicap. A bit further back the two Albacores of 
John BURBECK and Andy HAMILTON ( Strathclyde ) were having a private 
race of their own. This resulted in the Metro boat just keeping ahead 
of its rival. They finished 14th and 15th respectively. 

Two of the better known helmsmen that did not sail in this 
2nd race were Tom BRIGGS (Northumbria) and Steve VESSEY 
(Lincolnshire). They both had young lady crews and obviously lacked 
the weight and the crew strength to handle the sails and keep the 
boats level. Steve capsized before the actual start of the race and 
decided then to call it a day, and retired. 

The one person that must have been well satisfied with the 
weather was the man running the chandlers shop at Rhu Marina. It did a 
great trade in rudder stocks, halyards and shackles. But then, it is 
an ill wind that does not blow someone some good. 

 
Second Race results :-  
 
1st Gareth OWEN  
2nd NEWSAM 
3rd Ross ELIISTON  
4th Stan BATTEN  
5th Ian WRIGHT 
6th Alan GIMES 
7th Dan GLEN 

 
 
Laser  
Enterprise  
Laser 
  " 
  " 
Solo 
Albacore

8th Len GOOCH  
9th Derek WESTALL 
10th Mike CAUKWELL  
11th Dick SIVERS  
12th Bob SANDERS  
13th LEWIS 
14th John BURBECK  

Albacore 
Laser 
Enterprise 
Laser 
Fireball 
Mirror 
Albacore 

 

On Sunday morning the wind did not appear to be too 
strong, and a quick look at the wind speed indicator shown a 
speed of 20 knots. But it strengthened enough by the time the 
third race was due to start for the postponement flag to go up 
again. This did not stop the really hardy helms from going out 
early and showing the more cautious competitors how it should be 
done. Alan GIMES was out there giving a superb display of boat 
control and reaching technique. Dave ABBOTT, who had been 
plagued by gear failure in the first two races, was eager to 
make a better showing this time. He went out for a spot of early 
practice 
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Third Race results :-  

 
1st Dan GLEN Albacore 
2nd Steve VESSEY " 
3rd Gareth OWEN    Laser 
4th Ross ELLISTON     " 
5th Stan BATTEN " 
6th Alan GIMES     Solo 
7th John BURBECK   Albacore 

8th David JONES 
9th Mike CAUKWELL 
10th Derek WESTALL 
11th Len GOOCH 
12th NEWSAM 
13th Bob SANDERS 
14th Dick SIVERS 
15th      CRITCHLEY 

Graduate 
Enterprise 
Laser 
Albacore  
Enterprise  
Fireball  
Laser 
Tasar. 

During the lunch break on the Sunday the wind showed no sign 
of dropping. The surface of the Gare Loch was white with wave tops, 
and the numerous cruisers and day boats moored near Blairvadach were 
swaying and dancing a jig to the tune of the wind and waves. Many 
contestants set about packing up their boats, not wishing to risk 
any or further damage in the heavy weather. Inevitably the 
postponement flag went up at the time appointed to start the 4th and 
last race of these championships. Then, after about half an hour, 
Andy MITCHELL made his decision, fired his gun, raised flag "N", and 
cancelled the race. The wind force was just too much to risk it. 
There must have been quite a few people that sighed with relief on 
seeing that flag go up. 

So the 1978 P.A.A. Championships were over. Instead of the 
results being worked out from the best three positions out of four, 
now it had to be the best two positions out of three, Had that last 
race been held, or had all three results counted, then the final 
positions could well have been quite different. But that is the way 
it goes. 

Congratulations to Dan and John for retaining their title 
of P.A.A. Champions, and also to Ross and Stan for a fine 
supporting role. Of the 6 Metro boats that travelled to Scotland, 5 
of them came in the first 11 places. Dave ABBOTT was unfortunate in 
having so many teething troubles in his new boat. But " Al at Sea " 
has a lot of potential. We look forward to seeing him amongst the 
winners in the near future_ 

FINAL RESULTS (Provisional) 
1st Dan GLEN Metro Albacore 1 7 1 = 0 
2nd Gareth OWEN Merseyside Laser 2 1 3 = 3 
3rd Ross ELLISTON Metro    " 4 3 4 = 13.7
4th Stan BATTEN "    " 3 4 5 = 13.7
5th  R. NEWSAM Cleveland Enterprise 9 2 12 = 18 
6th  Alan GIMES  Kent  Solo 6 6 6 = 23.4
7th Len GOOCH  Metro  Albacore 10 8 11 = 30 
8th  Dick SIVERS N/Hants  Laser 7 11 14 = 30 
9th  Mike CAUKWELL N/Yorks  Enterprise D 10 9 = 31 
10th Derek WESTALL Gwent Laser 13 9 10 = 31 
11th John BURBECK Metro Albacore 14 14 7 = 33 
12th Ian WRIGHT Essex Laser 17 5 17 = 34 
13th EMMERSON  Mirror 5 22 18 = 34 
14th LEWIS     " 11 13 19 = 36 
15th Bob SAUNDERS W/Mids Fireball 16 12 13 r 37 
16th A. CRITCHLEY Lanes Tasar 12 D 15 = 39 

points

17th David JONES Sussex Graduate 20 23 8 = 40 
18th R. JONES Beds Solo 19 22 16 = 44 

51 19th A. ROBERTS Lanes GP 14 R 18 21 = 
20th W. HAMILTON S/Clyde Albacore 24 15 DNS = 51  

SIDEWINDER 
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ESSEX 
ESSEX POLICE ANNUAL REGATTA 1978 

The ‘78 Essex Police Regatta was held at Thorpe Bay Yacht Club, 
near Southend. Several hardy competitors had travelled there on Tuesday 
evening to be ready for the racing on Wednesday 21st June. They were lulled 
to sleep in their caravans, cars or vans by the sound of gentle rain. Mid 
summer it may have been, but the weather seemed to have been unaware of the 
fact. The Wednesday morning dawned early, but not very bright. In fact, it 
was still raining when the sleepers in the car park at Thorpe Bay were dis-
turbed in their slumbers by the early arrival of Stan the Man BATTEN. He is 
an early riser that Stan! However, although the day had started rather dull, 
there was a promise of better weather ahead. 

For this meeting there were 34 entries. These were made up of 16 
boats sailed by police in the fast handicap class, a further 9 boats sailed 
by police in the slow handicap class, and another 9 boats sailed by 
civilian guests of the Essex Police Sailing Club. The most popular boat 
award, had there been one, would have gone to the Lasers. There were 11 of 
them sailing, 5 of them by police, and 6 by civilians. 

There was a good turnout from the Met in the form of :Stan BATTEN, 
Ross ELLISTON and John BAYLESS sailing their Lasers; Dave ABBOTT crewed by 
Len WESHAM, John BURBECK crewed by his wife Elizabeth, and Len GOOCH crewed 
by Clive BISHOP, all in Albacores; and John PIERCE crewed by Ken ROBERTS in 
his Fireball. 

True to the forecast, the weather did brighten up for the two 
races of the day. The fresh south west wind soon blew away the rain clouds 
and all was set for a good days racing. The sea did get a bit lumpy in the 
afternoon as the wind got up to force 5. Quite a few dinghies capsized, and 
one or two found that the bottom was not very far down, and stuck their 
masts in the mud. John BAYLESS was one such casualty in his new Laser. He 
found the conditions rather trying, not like his steady old Mirror, and was 
forced to retire in both races. John PIERCE's Fireball came to grief on the 
last beat of the first race when it capsized. Ken ROBERTS, the crew, was 
thrown out of the boat, and when he came to the surface he found that he 
was holding the rudder, quite detached from the boat. So they retired in 
that race. However, in the second race they were determined to recover 
the good name of the Fireball class, and streaked into the lead. They sailed 
a good race and were far enough ahead of the rest of the fleet to win the 
race by two seconds from the leading Albacore sailed by Dave ABBOTT. 

Two other capsizes worthy of note were made by the Albacores of 
BURBECK and GOOCH. John's came soon after the end of the first race in 
which he had been having a close tacking match with Sidewinder, and had 
just beat it over the line. He paid the price of trying to gybe with the 
jib pole still up. A certain helmsman was heard to say that it was a pity 
it did not happen before John reached the finishing line ! Poor old John 
was in the wars again in the second race when his tiller extension broke. 
This caused him to drop back to 10th place. Len's capsize, strangely 
enough, came after the second race had ended. He had cleared the finish 
line and had rounded the Committee Boat and started heading back towards 
the clubhouse, when he was confronted with three large motor fishing boats, 
abreast of each other, heading towards Southend. In trying to avoid these 
vessels the boat gybed - and the crew were in the water ( It was a good job 
old Clive had his wet suit on ). The Albacore took a little time to right 
due to the closeness of the mud at this point. When the boat was upright 
again the burgee was well twisted and there was a kink in the mast. 
Fortunately, with a bit of jumping up and down on it, the mast straightened 
out O.K. 

The Albacore " AL at SEA ", Dave ABBOTT's new boat went very 
well, and he won the first race, and came second in the other one, in the 
fast handicap class. The two Lasers of Ross ELLISTON and Stan BATTEN had 
their usual close encounter of the third kind. In spite of hitting one of 
the marks in the first race and having to re-round it, Ross managed to beat 
his old rival in both races to finish 2nd and 3rd respectively. Stan took 
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3rd and 4th places. The leading local police helm was Ian WRIGHT in his 
Laser, who came 6th in the first race, and equal 10th in the second race. 
The slow handicap races were a Solo benefit. There were six Solos in the 
first seven places. Leading this Solo fleet was the old master from 
Bedfordshire, Chris LABMERT, sailing his new boat. He won both races; the 
first one ahead of David JONES in his Graduate, and the second one ahead 
of his great rival Alan GIMES. Alan was third in the first race, whilst his 
colleague B. SMITH took a 5th and 3rd place. Chris's colleague R.JONES 
sailed consistently and took two 4ths. 
         The leading civilian visitors were two young lads, DEVENPORT and 
TANNER, in a borrowed Albacore. They were only lightweights, and had to 
wear weight jackets in the windy conditions, but they certainly made that 
boat fly. They were well supported by another young man named ADAMS who 
sailed a Laser. Both these helmsmen received prizes at the end of the day. 

FINAL RESULTS ( Subject to confirmation ). 

         
Fast Handicap :- 

1st ABBOTT Metro Albacore 2 = 2¾ ¾ 

2nd ELLISTON " Laser 2 3 = 5 
" " 3rd BATTEN 3 4 = 7 

4th GOOCH " Albacore 5 5 = 10 
“ =5th BURBECK " 4 10 = 14 

=5th WRIGHT Essex Laser 8 6 = 14 
7th LOAKE Sussex " 6 10 = 16 

Metro Fireball 18 18¾ 8th PIERCE ¾     = 

Slow Handicap 

Solo 1st LAMBERT Beds = 1½ ¾ ¾
2nd GIMES Kent " 3 2 = 5 
=3rd SMITH  " 5 3 = 8 
=3th JONES. Beds " 4 4 = 8 
=3rd JONES Sussex Graduate 2 6  8 
6th MILLER Kent Solo 6 10 = 16 
7th HUDSON Herts  7 10 = 17 

 
All the competitors that took part in this regatta were invited 

to take part in the Essex Police Points Races being held from the Halfway 
Yacht Club, at Southend, the following day. Only a few of the police crews 
were able to stay for the second day. Perhaps that was just as well, be-
cause the wind was stronger on the Thursday. The forecast was winds force 
4 to 5, locally 6, and there was a gale warning later in the day. With 
rescue facilities down to a minimum the organisers wisely decided to 
cancel the racing for the day. 

The Essex coast seems to be fond of these strong winds and big 
s. Thorpe Bay is the venue for the P.A.A. Championships next year. wave

So be prepared for some heavy weather, and bring a spare mast if you can -
the water is pretty shallow. 

SIDE
-------oooOooo------- 

WINDER 

 SALE

 

FOR  

Two wet suits - one male and one female. 
Suitable for teenagers about 5 feet 2 inches. 
Both are Aquaquipment - hardly used. 
£16 each. 

Enquiries to Ch Insp Peter MOORE at VS. 
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HERTS 

HERTFORDSHIRE POLICE REGATTA 1978 

The ‘78 Hertfordshire Regatta lived up to its usual high 
standard and this was reflected again in the best entry list for a 
police meeting this year. The fact that the venue, Grafham Water, is so 
centrally situated must help in this aspect. Not only is it easy to get 
to, for most people anyway, but it is also a picturesque spot, with 
plenty of room to spread yourself out, and also for the children to 
play, The clubhouse too, is a large one with all the necessary 
facilities for good weather and bad weather alike. And the host Force 
always lay on hot meals and refreshments which are more than welcome 
when you have a long journey to make. There is everything there to make 
a successful race meeting. 

Thursday 6th July was the day that numerous boat-laden cars 
and trailers could be seen heading up the A1 and other major trunk 
routes towards Huntingdonshire. They were all heading for the man-made 
reservoir which is just north of the B661, between Buckden and Great 
Staughton. 
The weather was dry but overcast, and there was a moderate breeze 
from the west between force 2 to 3. There were to be three races 
with the best two results to count for the final places. All boats 
raced as one fleet. 

There were 37 boats entered for this regatta, and seven of 
them were from the Met. These were the Lasers of Ross ELLISTON, Stan 
BATTEN and John BAYLESS; the Albacores of Dan GLEN crewed by his son 
Duncan, David ABBOTT crewed by Len WESHAM, and Len GOOCH crewed by 
Clive BISHOP; and last but not least, the club Enterprise " METROGNOME 
" sailed by John FASSUM. 

There were many familiar faces amongst our county 
colleagues, such as Steve VESSEY ( who has been away on business in 
Turkey ) from Lincolnshire, Bob SAUNDERS and Peter GRIFFITHS from 
West Midlands, John NEAVERSON from Nottinghamshire, Dick SIVERS ( ex 
Met ) from Northamptonshire; Dermott O'MALLEY from Hampshire, Dave 
CHAPMAN, our host from Hertfordshire, and many, many more. It was 
good to see them all again. 

The-method for starting the races at Grafham Water is rather 
unique. Instead of raising flags or flashing lights they raise what 
looks like large plastic clothes baskets. Ten minutes before the start 
a white basket goes up, and then at the five minute a blue basket is 
raised. At the actual start a red basket is raised. Some confusion was 
caused at the start of the first race when the race-officers assistant 
pulled down the blue basket about one minute before the start, and 
before raising the red one. Many of the competitors took this to be 
the start signal and set off over the line, only to hear a minute 
later two hoots on the horn to indicate that they were over the line. 
Some returned - others did not. 

The Fireball of Bob SAUNDERS took an early lead, and he was 
closely followed by Dan GLEN. Behind them came the three Lasers of Stan 
BATTEN, Dick SIVERS and Ross ELLISTON. A little further back Dave ABBOTT 
was battling it out with two Merlin Rockets of John NEAVERSON and Peter 
GRIFFITHS. Also in the leading group were Steve VESSEY and Len GOOCH 
swapping places in their Albacores. Dermott o’MALLEY gradually pulled up 
through the fleet and finished a creditable 6th. Although further back 
in the fleet, Chris LAMBERT was sailing a fine race in his Solo. He 
finished in 5th place. But, meanwhile, all was not well for Dan, Dan the 
First Place Man, GLEN. He had got the start lines mixed up through which 
each boat had to pass on each lap. He had then mistaken another mark for 
the windward one and had reached off across the reservoir too early. 
This mistake cost him the race. Another unlucky contestant was Alan 
GIMES. Early on in the race his Solo was involved in a collision with 
another boat just behind Stan BATTEN's Laser. The nasty result of this 
was a large hole on the port side of Alan's boat. It was too bad for him 
to continue sailing, so he packed up and made an early start for home. 
Bob SAUNDERS was first over the line but finished 7th. The first three 
places were taken by Lasers. 
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First Race results :- 

1st BATTEN Laser 
2nd ELLISTON  " 

3rd SIVERS   " 
4th ABBOTT Albacore 
5th LAMBERT Solo  
6th O'MALLEY Laser 
7th SUNDERS Fireball 

For the second race the triangular course was the same 
except that there were to be three laps instead of two. The start 
was much tidier but the wind had dropped slightly and veered round 
so that there was no true beat. This made the race a bit like a 
procession with the boats following each other from mark to mark. 
Dan GLEN crept into the lead and stayed there for the whole race. He 
was challenged by Stan BATTEN who had to be satisfied with second 
place this time. In third place was a strange green craft with a 
Traffic Patrol and Crime Prevention consortium on board. The condi-
tions seemed to suit them very well, and they managed to keep ahead 
of the chasing pack of Fireball, Merlin Rockets, Lasers and other 
lesser mortals. Well, they almost did. Bob SAUUDERS did manage to 
creep past them just before the finish with the aid of his 
spinnaker. Unfortunately for the SIDEWINDER crew, Chris LAMBERT 
sailed so well that his Solo took 3rd place on handicap, and so they 
were 4th anyway. Dave ABBOTT came in 7th muttering something about 
dredging for weed. He always has an excuse ready does David. Stan 
BATTEN had a minor mishap when the knob came off the end of his 
tiller extension. You have to be careful when you lose your knob.. 
John BAYLESS found these conditions to his liking and sailed one of 
his best races since joining the Laser fleet, and came 12th. 

Second Race Results :- 

1st GLEN Albacore 
2nd BATTEN Laser 
3rd LAMBERT Solo 
4th GOOCH Albacore 
5th ELLISTON Laser 
6th SIVERS     " 
7th ABBOTT Albacore 

The Race Officer altered the course for the last race to 
try and give a true beat. But no sooner had he announced it, when 
the wind changed yet again, and once again it was a reach to the 
first mark. This made the northern end of the start line a bit 
crowded. However, it did not seem to worry Steve VESSEY, who shot 
into the lead from the word Go. He was first round the windward mark 
closely followed by Dan, Stan and Bob ( That sounds like a good 
title for a children’s programme ). This trio managed to overtake 
the blue Albacore of Steve VESSEY before the first lap was over. But 
Steve pulled up again before the race was over and finished in front 
of the Fireball. Dave ABBOTT finished sandwiched between two Merlin 
Rockets. Len GOOCH could do no better than 9th, John BAYLESS was 
16th. 

Third Race Results :- 

1st GLEN Albacore 
2nd BATTEN Laser 
3rd VESSEY Albacore 
4th ABBOTT " 

5th ELLISTON Laser 
6th SIVERS    " 
7th GRIFFITHS Merlin Rocket 
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FINAL RESULTS (Subject to confirmation)

= 1st GLEN Metro Albacore ? ¾ 1½ ¾ 
¾   2nd BATTEN Metro Laser 2 2 = 2¾ 

Metro Laser 2 5 3 = 7 3rd ELLISTON 
Metro 4th ABBOTT Albacore 4 7 4 = 8 

5th LAMBERT Beds Solo 5 3 5 = 8 
6th SIVERS N/Hants Laser 3 6 6 = 9 
7th VESSEY Lines Albacore 11 9 3 = 12 

It 8th GOOCH Metro 9 4 9 = 13 
9th O'MALLEY Hants Laser 6 8 8 = 14 

10th GRIFFITHS W/Mids M/Rocket 8 14 7 = 15 
 11th NEAVERSON Notts 10 16 10 = 20 

 12th NORMAN O.K. 18 10 13 = 23 
13th HUDSON Herts Solo 12 13 17 = 25 
14th SAUNDERS W/Mids Fireball 7 ? 18 = 25 
15th JONES Beds Solo 15 11 ? = 26 

 16th SCHOLEY Mirror 14 ? 12 = 26 
17th BAYLESS Metro Laser ? 12 16 = 28 
18th CHAPMAN Herts Albacore 16 17 14 = 30 

 19th McNELLY GP 14 13 ? 21 = 34 
 20th MASON Essex ? 15 19 = 34  

SIDEWINDER 
-------o0o------- 

HANTS 
 

HAMPSHIRE CONSTABULARY REGATTA 1978 

The 78 Hampshire Regatta was held on Tuesday 23rd May and was 
the first of this year’s police race meetings on our list. What a 
beautiful day it was too. The sun shone ad the wind blew. It was idyllic. 
The venue was Weston Sailing Club at Netley Abbey, near Southampton. It 
was such a gorgeous day that my crew and I decided to go for a sail after 
the two race had finished. Foolishly I underestimated the strength of the 
tide on the return journey, and got back to Netley too late for the prize 
giving and to see the results. So I must apologise for the shortness of 
this report and the list of results. The latter were obtained by hearsay 
and therefore could be wrong. 

There were 26 entries and these were split into half to make a 
fast and a slow handicap group. The fast handicap class included 5 Lasers, 
whilst the slow class included 6 Solos. There were 7 boats from the 
M.P.S.C. There were 2 Lasers sailed by Stan BATTEN and 1Pss ELLISTON, 2 
Enterprises sailed by Terry VINCENT and Dave ABBOTT ( who was sailing the 
club boat, Metrognome, accompanied by Peter MOORE ), one GP 14 sailed by 
Alan GORDON and Jean PICKET, one Mirror sailed single handed by John 
BAYLESS, and one Albacore sailed by Len GOOCH and Clive BISHOP. 

Final results      
FAST 1st ELLISTON Metro Laser 

2nd
3rd
4th

BATTEN Metro Laser 
FOX Hants 

Metro 
Enterprise 

GOOCH Albacore 
   

SLOW 1st GIMES Kent 
Beds 

Solo 
2nd JONES Solo 
3rd LAMBERT Beds Bosun 
4th PALETHORPE Hants Solo 
5th SMITH Kent Solo 

 
SIDEWINDER 
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FIXTURES for 1978 
 

FIXTURES for 1978 

July   26/27  Dorset Police Regatta at Poole Yacht Club 

August    9     Sussex Police Regatta at Bognor Regis Sailing Club 

September 6    Kent Police Regatta at Hampton Pier Sailing Club, Herne 
Bay. ( This date may be changed - so check before attending.)

 14   Nottingham Police Regatta at Nottingham Sailing Club 

 28   Northamptonshire Police Regatta 
      at Middle Nene Sailing Club, Thrapston  

October    5   Sussex Pursuit Race at Cobnor, Chichester Harbour. 


